On foot: Sarajevo Old Town is easily covered on foot. To travel to other parts of Sarajevo you will need to use public transport.

Public transport: Sarajevo has dense public transport network. Taxis and tuk-tuks will take you right into the center and down the main bazaar. Mini-buses and minibuses will take you anywhere. You can buy tickets at kiosks around stations or at drivers, the sure to punch the ticket once you get on transport.

In general, people of Sarajevo are hospitable and they mind their business. If you seek actions, you will have to ask for it. Otherwise you have great chance of not being noticed at all.

Food & Drinks

French & Sophie, Potratakja 8 is case you take your lunch secularly, we got you covered. This is the only place with certificate for the restaurant. You should check this waterfront that is famous among food lovers and it’s very popular with all Sarajevans.

Petka, Bravadića 29, Old Town, is a traditional Ottoman restaurant. This is the place to try what everybody told you to eat when going to Sarajevo. Taste the grilled sensation resting in the shade of Town Hall and do not forget to order yoghurt as well.

Open daily from 1am – 5am.

Baraka Džumja, Čermenci 2, Old Town, is specialist in making authentic traditional drinks. Hardwood Barakan Baraka, that are made from the finest ingredients are the best in town. Enjoy smoking mixture of Baraka and enjoy a drink. That is our offer for you who care about and take some Barakas home as best Barakan souvenirs.

Pod lipom, Prote Bokovica 4, Old Town, is a restaurant with wide offer of mezeh. Here you have the taste of international cuisine in Bosnian way and other way around as well. Beer after meal will surely help your digestion as well as your view of Sarajevo. Be sure to order Sarajevski Open daily from 1am – 11pm.

ASO, Malo Ćurković 1, Old Town, is a restaurant with Bosnian cuisine. After the food on al fresco or gazeb restaurant, your stomach will be grateful for something cooled. There is great variety of soups and salads, and we recommend to go for a Bosnian coffee and Kofte. Open daily from 8am – 11pm.

Drink: Banja Voda, newly opened in the heart of Sarajevo.

Don’t Miss

Sarajevo’s House, Gospina 8, Old Town, is house of rich Bosnian muslim merchant from 18th century that is well preserved and turned into a museum. By the mere look of the house and its interior you will get the insight in way of life and understand some of the current habitat of people of Sarajevo.

War childhood museum, Logeza 30-32, Old Town, provides a unique perspective on human readlessness called war. To give up your first needs to survive.

National Museum of Bosnia & Herzegovina is always a good idea. If you get tired after 11 departments and Sarajevo按摩, there is botanical garden in the middle. This is perfect place to forget past around you and enjoy here and now. While you are there Historical Museum of Bosnia & Herzegovina is just around corner. #32 and #35

Tunel of Hope, Tunel 1, Donji Kotorac, is a wartime tunnel made museums. It is a virtual remnant of war desperation and aggression. Visit it with Bender and get best out of it.

Kožuf’s House, Dječiove 2, Old Town, is house of rich Bosnian orthodox merchant from 17th century that is well preserved and turned into a museum. We will give you a hint, first class play ever in Sarajevo was held in this house.

A Tour in a Box, Slav Miletića Sarajevska 15, Old Town is a Room Establishment without room facilities. If you want to let them know you are here for the Bank Job. This is your first clue for having interesting experience while in Sarajevo.

The Essentials

Wine: Banja Voda, newly opened in the heart of Sarajevo.

Don’t Miss

Sarajevo’s House, Gospina 8, Old Town, is house of rich Bosnian muslim merchant from 18th century that is well preserved and turned into a museum. By the mere look of the house and its interior you will get the insight in way of life and understand some of the current habitat of people of Sarajevo.

Star Bar, Copenhagen street and museum, Kažandžiluk 4, is a traditional place since 1846. Six generations within family have been shaving copper. Shop for original traditional handmade souvenirs and don’t forget to check out small craft museum free of charge.

The Old Town, in its prime few centuries ago, had around 4000 shops. For best experience navigate yourself through side alleys and have a chat with workmen/crane, and you will probably leave with a bag of goodies and go for some coffee.

Baden, sweets and spices shops, one close to Sreb, other close to the BIB Center. When you also in this shop try to focus on what you see, because you will be overwhelmed by scents of spices, Chromosomes orincerely click we leave it to you to taste your choice.

Bazardan, Ćurković Valić, 28, Old Town is a place where magic meets metal. Handmade jewelry created by local artisans speaks for itself. If you visit it you will not come out empty handed for sure.

Book Store Connectum, Ćurković Valić 27, Old Town is one of the few places where you can get your hands on books that are about everything local and not written in any of local languages. A cup of coffee is awaiting you at the top floor of this shop.

Star Bar, Copenhagen street, Sarajevo.

Retail Therapy

A day in Sarajevo

10:30 Have Sarajevo Grand Tour first you booked earlier in the day. Ticket at www.sarajevotourism.com, you will provide you with great foundation for your last separation days.

14:00 Have a lunch at ASO, Mali Ćurković 3, Old Town, and go shopping. They are so good that this is the second time we are mentioning them from here. Did we mention Kofte?

15:00 It’s coffee time! People watching is second favorite sport in Sarajevo. Therefore find a good knock out point at one of many cafes, put on your sunglasses and observe how city life unfolds in front of your eyes.

16:00 Sweat your life! Bokovica Džumja is where you want that sugary piece of heaven. Being traditionally made means it is probably going to be the sweetest thing you will taste on your best day ever in Sarajevo.

17:00 Last chance to visit those museums and galleries. You remember that one that you guide mentioned this morning?

20:00 Leave us a review on a TripAdvisor™ while you are waiting for that certain someone to get out of the shower. You know it’s going to be a while as you might as well have a drink here.

Budget tips

Don’t throw away your bottle. Water from fountains is drinkable and according to people of Sarajevo it is the best water ever. Sarajevo is surrounded by natural springs, and water is rich with calcium. Did we mention that little way you help mother nature? Have a free tour at Insite. It will provide you with essentials on Sarajevo. Give the guide a tip and he or she will know how to appreciate it when you bump into one of the pubs.

Want a lunch with a view? Grab some sandwiches or pizzet at Malo’s and proceed to Yellow Fortress. You will share the view with old protectors of Sarajevo. If you go by night be sure to bring a jacket or something else because it can get quite chilly up here, 490.

You fancy art? Check out the Ars Aevi collection at Građevina Central 937. It’s within your reach by foot and it offers unique perspective on the things that shape the world. Its base is not dynamic enough for you, maybe you should give it a go at gallery Bora Tone. It is a coffee shop, pub and gallery. They do not limit their options and neither should you.

Visit Sarajevo’s places of worship. Most of the churches, cathedrals and mosques are free to visit. Visit their interiors in tranquil gardens and halls. Everybody is welcome, just do not forget the dress codes. In cases you are not sure about it, ask at Insite.